Subtraction correlation fringes in Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry are described as a smoothly varying intensity distribution multiplied with high-frequency noise that is due to the random distribution of speckle intensity and speckle phase across the image plane. Although intensity modulation and speckle phase can be eliminated by phase stepping or other phase retrieval methods, noise is not eliminated completely due to the limited dynamic range of image processing, given by the saturation level of the camera, the digitisation depth and the electronic noise. Digital image processing techniques have been developed to reduce the speckle noise from the fringe pattern, but in most cases the fringes are not restored completely. In this paper the speckle noise is reduced before image digitisation by reducing the range of either the modulation intensity values or the speckle phase values, or both, in the interference pattern. This is done adaptively by using programmable twisted nematic LCDs. Since the manipulation is performed for each pixel independently in the reference beam, the imaging quality is retained and no blurring occurs. We quantitatively discuss the improvement and limitation of the method. The experimental verification is performed using an amplitude-only or phase-only spatial light modulator in a conventional ESPI setup.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic or Digital Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI or DSPI) is a widely used non-contact technique for the measurement of displacement, deformation or strain, and non-destructive testing [1] . In DSPI, two interference patterns are recorded digitally with a camera before and after the test object changes its state. The interference is due to the superposition of the speckled wavefront from the object under test and a reference wavefront. Correlation between these two interference patterns by subtraction reveals a fringe pattern, the phase values of which are related to the object change. The correlation fringe pattern is highly noisy owing to the stochastic variations of both phase and amplitude of the speckle field across the image plane. Hence, speckle correlation fringes can be conceived as a smoothly varying intensity signal multiplied to a noise term.
Phase-stepping techniques [2, 3] are applied to obtain phase values at each point of the fringe pattern. The deformations can be inferred from the ensuing phase map. But the drawback of these techniques is that they require recording several frames. In some industrial and dynamic applications, a single step correlation method is preferable basically because a controlled laboratory environment may not exist or because the object state may change faster than the quasi-static phase-stepping techniques allow.
The presence of speckle noise limits the practical applications of correlation fringes in DSPI as it is difficult to extract the phase information directly from speckle correlation fringes. The signal-to-noise ratio of a fringe pattern is very low, as shown in section 2. Therefore, many different digital image processing techniques have been proposed to improve the fringe pattern, including Fourier transform, low-pass and Wiener filtering [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . They induce smoothing of both the noise and the signal. Local averaging and median filtering methods result in image blurring. Recently developed methods based on Wavelet filtering have had some success but the intensity profile of the fringes is not restored completely. Moreover, filtering by Wavelet methods consumes considerable amount of processing time.
We developed a technique to reduce the speckle noise before recording of the interference pattern. By pixelwise adaptive adaptation of intensity and/or phase of the reference beam the speckle noise in the correlation fringes is suppressed. Simulations using computer generated speckle correlation fringe patterns show that the combination of adaptive correction to modulation intensity and morphological filtering results in reducing considerably the speckle noise while retaining the fringe shape. The adaptive correction is performed only once before the object deformation is applied. As long as the speckle decorrelation is negligible no update is needed. The main advantages of this adaptive speckle noise reduction are the improvement in the resolution and accuracy of measurement, the faster phase difference acquisition and applicability of DSPI in industrial environment. The first results are obtained with amplitude-only and phase-only spatial light modulators based on a commercial LCD array.
THEORY

Signal to noise ratio in DSPI
The intensity observed on a CCD pixel where a beam scattered from a rough object interferes with a plane reference beam is given by: 
where M I is the modulation intensity. In this speckle fringe pattern the signal, given by the last term in Eq. (2), is multiplied to the stochastic modulation intensity and a stochastic speckle phase term. Therefore, the speckle noise in a DSPI fringe pattern is multiplicative in nature and arises from the presence of two noise terms. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the different noise terms. The bending of a beam (curve (a)) would give rise to an out-of-plane interference correlation pattern as given by the curve (c). The presence of the multiplicative phase noise term leads to a random signal reduction (curve (b)). If only the modulation intensity noise is considered, we obtain curve (d). Finally, multiplication of both noise terms results in the top curve (e). Note that in this simulation we have some camera saturation, i.e. intensity values greater than 255 grey levels.
To describe the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in a speckle fringe pattern, we compare the expectation value of the intensity for a given phase difference to the variance of the intensity values 
Introducing the individual SNR of the modulation intensity and phase term, defined in analogy to Eq. (3), the SNR of the fringe pattern, Eq.(5), can be expressed by 
Eq. (6) shows that the fringe SNR is a monotonous function of the individual SNR of the modulation intensity and the speckle phase term. In other words, increasing one of the SNR will increase fringe SNR as well. If one of the individual SNR is dominant, i.e. The probability density function of the modulation intensity when a smooth reference wave is used is given by [12] ⎟ 
is independent of the number of speckles per pixel. To calculate the SNR of the speckle phase term, the distribution of the speckle phase values is assumed to be rectangular, so that the distribution of the sine-values gives 
EXPERIMENTAL
Speckle noise reduction before image capture
An improvement in the SNR of the fringe pattern can be obtained by limiting either the variance (range of values) of the modulation intensity M I or of the random speckle phase sp ϕ , or both. When using liquid crystal arrays whose pixels are matched to the CCD-camera [13] , phase and amplitude of the transmitted wave can be independently controlled pixel by pixel. An experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig.2 . The twisted nematic LCD (TN-LCD) is placed in the reference beam. Its pixels are imaged onto the CCD camera one to one, as illustrated by the rays, together with the corresponding area on the test object. Hence, the reference beam intensity and phase can be adjusted pixelwise in order to realize the adaptive correction of the correlation fringes.
On one hand, M I can be calculated according to Eq. (2) Apart from an improvement in the SNR, constant modulation intensity transforms the speckle correlation fringe pattern into a well defined envelope, as illustrated in Fig. 1, graph (c) . The remaining noise (speckle phase noise) can be further reduced by applying morphological filtering [14] .
On the other hand, the speckle phase can be measured in each pixel before the experiment. This can be accomplished by using the phase-only LCD as a phase-stepping device. Then the phase-only LCD is programmed such that the speckle phase is compensated, resulting ideally in
. In this case, the fringe pattern is ( ) as illustrated in Fig. 1 , graph (d).
Liquid crystal device as spatial light modulator
Commercial LCDs are intended only for varying intensity, but they also change the phase values of the transmitted light in an undefined manner. Since we require amplitude-only or phase-only modulation, the LCD is sandwiched between two quarter-wave plates (QWP1, QWP2) and polarizers (P1, P2) to produce elliptically polarized light [16, 17] , as illustrated in Fig.2 . We use a SVGA resolution twisted nematic LCD from Sony (LCX016AL) having 832 x 624 pixels with pixel pitch of 32 µm and 1.3 inch diagonal size. This LCD setup is inserted in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as shown in Fig. 2 . The addressing of the LCD is done electrically using the graphic board of the PC. The orientation of the quarter-wave plates and polarizers are optimized to obtain an amplitude-only or phase-only SLM, depending on the intended use.
The maximum intensity modulation obtained with our LCD in amplitude-only mode is 96%, i.e. the transmission factor is scalable from 0.04 to 1.0. How to find the optimum modulation intensity in this non-ideal situation has been reported elsewhere [15] .
The maximum phase change obtained with our LCD in phase-only mode is more than π rad. This is sufficient to correct the speckle phases, since from Eq. (2) 
CONCLUSION
Theoretical and experimental investigations have shown the feasibility of improving speckle fringe patterns by pixelwise modulation of the M I values or speckle phase compensation with an amplitude-only or phase-only LCD SLM, respectively. The SNR can be improved significantly. The technique is limited by the dynamic range of the LCD. Working with LCDs and CCDs with higher dynamic range and higher bit quantization will be useful. Further improvements of the fringe SNR are expected by using two LCD SLMs in a 4F processor. 
